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Introduction

Castile Resources Pty Ltd’s Rover Project, located 
~100 km west-southwest of the town of Tennant Creek, 
consists of seven granted tenements within Aboriginal 
freehold lands of the Karlantijpa South Land Trust and 
Karlantijpa North Land Trust (Figure 1). The project 
area is considered prospective for both iron-oxide 
copper-gold (IOCG) and sediment-hosted massive 
sulphide mineralisation systems. Tenements ELR29957 
and ELR29958 contain the high-grade Rover 1 IOCG 
resource, and EL27039 covers the Explorer 108 resource 
[interpreted as a Mount Isa Pb-Zn-Ag (Cu) analogue] and 
the Explorer 142 IOCG prospect. 

This article presents new data collected during the 
2021 field season from drillholes targeting the Jupiter 
zone of the Rover 1 IOCG deposit. Mineral mapping was 
performed on drill core by Corescan Pty Ltd using Short 
Wave InfraRed (SWIR) spectroscopy and high-resolution 
photography to further understand the controls on and 
evolution of gold and copper mineralisation at Rover 1. 
The data collected was processed using Corescan’s 
proprietary software to produce digital, located mineral 
species maps and mineral abundance logs to integrate 
with geochemical data. 

Location and access

Access to the Rover Project area is via the Stuart 
Highway 6 km south of Tennant Creek, then west along 
the Ngapamilarnu Outstation gravel road for ~100 km. 
Within the project area, access is via unsealed tracks, 
which have been upgraded from previous exploration 
tracks.

Exploration is conducted from a base camp at Rover 1, 
where the Castile has re-established a water bore, 
plumbing, and tracks. Infrastructure includes temporary 
accommodation and cooking facilities, fuel storage, and 
communications and core processing facilities.

Regional geology

The Rover Project is situated within the Rover field, an 
interpreted extension of the Warramunga Province of the 
Tennant Region in the Northern Territory. The regional 
geological setting of the tenements is interpreted from 
rare outcrop, limited drilling, geophysical surveys, and 
extrapolation from the relatively well-exposed portions of 
the Province to the north and east.

The Tennant Region (eg Donnellan 2013) contains three 
geological provinces: the Palaeoproterozoic Warramunga 
Province, the unconformably overlying Palaeoproterozoic 
Davenport Province to the south, and Palaeo–Mesoproterozoic 
Tomkinson Province to the north. The Neoproterozoic to 
Palaeozoic Georgina and Wiso basins overlie Proterozoic 

Figure 1. Rover Project tenure and advanced prospects over TMI.
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rocks of the Tennant Region to the east and west respectively. 
The Palaeoproterozoic Aileron Province occurs to the south 
of the area; the contact with Tennant Region is obscured by 
the Georgina and Wiso basins.

Known outcrop of the Warramunga Province is 
approximately centred on the township of Tennant Creek 
and contains the Warramunga Formation, a weakly 
metamorphosed turbiditic succession of partly tuffaceous 
sandstones and siltstones, which includes argillaceous 
banded ironstones locally referred to as ‘haematite shale’.

Rocks of the Warramunga Formation display open to 
closed folding about east–west-oriented, open, upright 
axes. They exhibit a well-developed axial-planar slaty 
cleavage developed during the 1850–1845 Ma Tennant 
Event. Overprinting cleavage and kink banding is 
attributed to the ca 1710 Ma Davenport Event. Volcano-
sedimentary rocks of the Warramunga Province are 
intruded by granite and porphyry of the Tennant Creek 
Supersuite (ca 1850 Ma).

The Warramunga Formation hosts numerous IOCG 
deposits of gold-copper-bismuth, temporally associated 
with the emplacement of Tennant Creek Supersuite granites. 
Deposits of this type represent the most important mineral 
producers and remain the most important exploration target 
in the region. 

Volcano-sedimentary rocks of the Ooradidgee Group 
(ca 1850–1820 Ma) unconformably overlie the Warramunga 
Formation and its correlates, extending to the south and 
into the adjacent Davenport Province. Palaeozoic rocks 
of the Wiso Basin unconformably overlie the Proterozoic 
sequences of the Tennant Region to the west. These basin 
rocks are largely covered by a thin veneer of unconsolidated 
Cenozoic cover.

Local geology

The Rover Project area is entirely covered by Quaternary 
sediments blanketing extensive flat-lying Cambrian 
siltstones, dolomitic siltstones and dolomites of the 
Wiso Basin. The Wiso Basin unconformably overlies the 
Proterozoic basement and displays a thickening trend from 
less than 70 m in the east to in excess of 200 m in the west. 
Outcrops of the Woodenjerrie Beds, the Junalki Formation 
(both age correlatives of the Warramunga Formation), the 
Ooradidgee Group, and the Hatches Creek Group, with 
minor granite and porphyry, have been mapped 20 km east 
of EL25511. 

While Warramunga Formation rocks do not outcrop 
in the project area, Castile geologists have correlated the 
metasedimentary rocks observed in drill core at Rover 1 
and Explorer 142 prospects to characteristic Warramunga 
Formation sequences that host IOCG deposits around 
Tennant Creek. In addition, the magnetic signature of the 
area is similar to the response seen from the Warramunga 
Formation further northeast, although subdued due to the 
Wiso basin coverage. The magnetic response suggests 
that the Warramunga Formation extends westwards under 
the Wiso Basin over an area in excess of 1000 km², likely 
representing a lateral continuation of the original basin and 
later orogen.

Mineralisation

The metallogenic model that applies to IOCG deposits of 
the Tennant Creek mineral field also applies to the Rover 
field. The presence of abundant ironstone and extensive 
alteration, in conjunction with high order structures and 
associated copper-gold mineralisation, provides indirect 
evidence that the host rocks of the Rover field IOCG deposits 
correlate with the Warramunga Formation.

Rover 1 and Explorer 142 conform closely to typical 
Tennant Creek-style IOCG mineralisation. Both deposits 
have structurally-controlled, intense magnetite-quartz-
carbonate to chlorite hydrothermal alteration zones within 
a sequence of folded turbidite. The magnetite ironstone 
bodies are the main host to copper and gold mineralisation, 
which manifests as sulphide phases infilling breccia zones 
and chloritic shears within and bounding the ironstone 
bodies. Gold mineralisation is mostly sited in the lower, 
chlorite dominant ‘root’ zone of the system (Figure 2).

Alteration mapping of Rover 1 mineralisation using 
SWIR

A pilot study into the alteration assemblages observed at 
Rover 1 was commissioned to understand the different 
phases of metal mineralisation and the overall evolution 
of the deposit. SWIR has been used extensively in the 
past decade to aid mineral mapping on the deposit scale 
(Thompson et al 2009), mostly by portable spectrometers 
such as the PIMA-II or Terraspec instruments. More 
recently, automated instruments capable of fast, bulk 
scanning of core or chip trays have become available. 
These machines are able to scan samples in minute detail 
and provide important spatial context to the sampled 
mineral assemblages through advanced computational 
post-processing using established diagnostic absorption 
features (Laukamp 2011).

SWIR spectroscopy was determined to be particularly 
useful at Rover 1, being able to differentiate carbonate 

Figure 2. Rover 1 - Jupiter ironstone showing location of 
20CRD001 and zone of gold mineralisation.
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species, Mg/Fe chlorite members, iron oxide species, 
sulphides and silica species (jasper, chert and quartz), all 
of which are associated with Tennant Creek Style IOCG 
mineralisation.

Methodology

Core selected for the investigation was chosen based on 
assay results to define mineralised material. Cut core 
from 20CRD001 and 20CRD002 (125.13 m) was cleaned, 
securely packed and sent to Corescan Pty Ltd in Ascot, 
Western Australia. Scanning commenced in November 
2020 using the Corescan® Mark 4.1 hyperspectral core 
imaging system (Corescan HCI-4.1, Table 1), consisting of 
a high-resolution digital camera (~25 μm spatial resolution), 
an imaging spectrometer at ~500 μm spatial resolution (~514 
bands across 450–2500 nm) and a laser profiler (~15 μm 
height and ~50 μm spatial resolution). The three datasets are 
co-registered and georeferenced using depth information 
obtained from core blocks and other annotations.

The hyperspectral datasets were processed by Corescan’s 
experienced spectral geology team using the company’s 
proprietary software, Chameleon™, which uses best-fit 

algorithms that compare the spectral signature taken from 
the sample with spectral reference libraries. 

Mineral compositional parameters (eg cation 
substitutions, crystallinity) were calculated for the 
relevant mineral groups. Mineral occurrence and spectral 
parameter images at ~500 μm spatial resolution were 
generated and made available for viewing in Coreshed®, a 
cloud-based drillhole data viewing application.

Mineral logs for the processed data were calculated at 
both 25 cm and assay interval scales, and output in text file 
(csv) format. These mineral logs include relative abundances 
of minerals, as well as spectral parameters such as mineral 
composition, crystallinity and mineral sub-speciation 
proportions.

Results

The processed output included base imagery (core 
photography and spectral imagery), mineral occurrence and 
composition maps, and a combined mineral classification 
map. Numerical logs of relative proportions were also 
provided to integrate into the Rover Project drillhole 
database. The Coreshed application was used to interrogate 
the collected imagery, allowing multiple side-by-side 
comparisons of photography and mineral maps, integrated 
with geochemistry. Individual mineral groups and their 
interaction are discussed below.

Iron oxide species mapping

Iron oxide 900–1000 nm Fe2+/3+ wavelength was plotted 
against gold results and core photography (Figure 3). The 
spectra is able to discriminate specularite from magnetite, 
which is particularly helpful at fine grain sizes. Gold 
mineralisation is clearly associated with a highly brecciated 
and altered zone in ironstone (Figure 3: A) and the transitional 
‘root’ zone of the ironstone body (Figure 3: B, C). 

Table 1. Corescan™ HCI-4.1 capabilities.

Figure 3. Iron oxide 900–1000 nm Fe2+/3+ spectra comparison with gold (ppm) results and core photography.
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Combining mineral spectral maps into a mineral 
classification map provided valuable relational information, 
allowing recognition of mineral and rock textures. In 
Figure 4, textures and the relationship between iron oxide 
minerals are masked by similar colours and hues. The 
mineral classification map (Figure 4: A) clearly shows 
micro brecciated magnetite ironstone (grey) that has been 
partially replaced by specularite (lilac). An alteration front 
is apparent through the very fine grain, mixed magnetite-
specularite mineral zones (blue). Sulfides are almost entirely 
associated with zones of complete specularite replacement, 
manifesting as blebs and as ladder veins oriented with pre-
existing fractures. A zone containing relict jasper (red) and 

chert (purple) fragments (502–503.2 m) has been almost 
entirely replaced by specularite. The false colour spectral 
image (Figure 4: C) displays a more complicated evolution 
for this area, showing specularite veins overprinting the 
earlier replacement event.  

Chlorite mapping

Chlorite 2340 nm wavelength was plotted against gold 
results and core photography (Figure 5). The spectra 
clearly highlights the brecciated metasediments in the 
‘root’ zone (Figure 5: B) and footwall (Figure 5: C). High 
tenor gold mineralisation is associated with the chloritic, 

Figure 4. Mineral classification map of 
20CRD001 Tray 126: 501.5–505.1 m.

Figure 5. Chlorite 2340 nm spectra comparison with gold (ppm) results and core photography.
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brecciated metasediments in the root zone; however, this 
does not extend to the footwall or the mineralised zone 
within the main ironstone body (Figure 5: A), indicating 
a different alteration mineral assemblage is associated with 
gold deposition.

Carbonate mapping

Ca-Mg Carbonate 2340 nm and Fe Carbonate 2340 nm 
wavelengths were plotted against gold results along with 
carbonate mineral composition logs and core photography 
(Figure 6). The spectra highlight bands of calcite-rich 
(10%) ironstone in the upper part of the zone. Inspection 
of the high-resolution photography reveals rock textures 
suggesting these bands represent reworked and sheared 
calcite vein stockwork zones within magnetite-dominant 
ironstone (Figure 7). The ironstone-hosted dolomite 

and ankerite zones coexist as dolomite-rich rims around 
accumulations of ankerite (Figure 8). The relationship 
to iron oxide minerals suggests these carbonate phases 
are related to the alteration event resulting in ironstone 
formation. Within the ‘root’ zone, ankerite veining is 
related to a late brittle deformation event, appearing to 
postdate the main sulphide mineralisation event, cross-
cutting massive pyrite and chalcopyrite. The related fluids 
appear to have also remobilised some chalcopyrite into the 
ironstone.

Sulphide mapping

Sulphide species were identified and separated into 
spectra maps and abundance logs. Sulphide grain size and 
interaction textures with surrounding minerals resulted 
in several ‘mixed’ groups: pyrite-chalcopyrite, sulphide-

Figure 6. Carbonate 2340 nm spectra and composition logs compared with gold (ppm) results and core photography. Refer to Figure 5 
for gold grade legend.

Figure 7. Reworked calcite stockwork in ironstone. 20CRD001 475.1–481.1 m.
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magnetite, and sulphide-specularite. In these cases, 
diagnostic spectra are overprinted due to individual mineral 
phases being smaller than the resolution of the detector.  
Despite these mixtures, what can be seen is a correlation 
between sulphide concentration and high tenor gold grades 
(Figure 9). Of particular interest is the correlation between 
the fine grained, mixed sulphide abundance logs (Figure 9: 
column 6) and gold grades (Figure 9: column 3).

Compiled mineral maps

The compiled mineral maps provide additional support to 
visual logging, particularly in the gold zones comprised of 
multiple dark, fine grained mineral phases. The following 
figures show a comparison of the mineral maps against 
core photography.

Figure 10 shows a section of magnetite ironstone 
that has been completely pseudomorphed by sulphides 
and specularite. This assemblage has then been brittle 
fractured, and infilled with Fe-chlorite and chalcopyrite 
veins. The high-resolution core photography replicates 
and even exceeds magnification factors from commonly-
used hand lens employed in core logging. 

Figure 11 shows a section of highly silica-altered 
metasediment that has been partially altered to jasper 
along bedding. The jasper has been preferentially 
replaced by magnetite ironstone. A later brittle 
deformation stage has resulted in chlorite-chalcopyrite-
quartz vein fill. As noted above, the high-resolution core 
photography replicates and even exceeds magnification 
factors from commonly used hand lens employed  in 
core logging.

Figure 8. Magnetite-silica ankerite-dolomite ironstone. 20CRD001 487.9–494.1 m.

Figure 9. Sulfide spectral map and phase abundance logs for 20CRD001. Refer to Figure 5 for gold grade legend.
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Conclusions

Core scanning utilising shortwave infrared (SWIR) 
spectroscopy on core collected from Rover 1 during the 2020 
field season was completed using the Corescan Mark 4.1 
hyperspectral core imaging system. The system generates 
high resolution, spatially-referenced core photography, 
mineral spectra maps, and mineral abundance logs. This 
information is integrated with geochemistry within a web-
based application to allow visual interpretation of metal and 
mineral relationships over extensive sections of mineralisation 
and host rocks. The process is a quick and cost-effective 
method of mineral identification when compared against 
standard point techniques, providing a holistic but detailed 
overview of alteration and mineralisation zonation. The 
method may prove to be very useful in identifying vectors to 
economic mineralisation in ‘near miss’ exploration drillholes.
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